Most, if not all, natural languages organize their lexical items into a system of broad lexical classes, whose members share unique clusters of semantic, syntactic, and morphological properties. Such part-of-speech systems are not of one kind, but vary from language to language, along a number of parameters. Curiously, however, one common feature of naturally occurring part-of-speech systems seems to be that they are not 'well-designed', at least not qua part-of-speech systems. It is characteristic for part-of-speech systems to be complex and opaque. Whatever identifying criteria we use for parts of speech -meaning, syntactic function, or inflection, the relationship between particular criteria and particular parts of speech is typically many-to-many.
3° Why are part-of-speech systems not 'well-designed' one-to-one mappings of semantic categories onto functional and formal categories (one meaning -one function -one form)?
In this paper, I will present a model of language structure in which these problems can begin to be resolved. The model has two basic premises. The first premise is that a natural language is not learnt in one fell swoop, but is the result of a series of successive expansions of an originally very simple system. Language acquisition is a prime example of a learning process that, in Elman's terms (Elman 1993) , 'starts small', in order to organize the data on which 'structural couplings' (Varela, Thompson & Rosch 1991) between behavior and environment are based in a manageable way. Otherwise, the learner is overwhelmed by evidence and does not learn effectively. Elman, as well as Plunkett & Marchman (1993) , make the further point that starting small may be better implemented on the capacity side than on the evidence side. An organism with a limited initial capacity must start small, irrespective of how its environment is organized. The second premise is that the process of expansion can be modelled as a process of successive syntagmatic and paradigmatic expansion, driven by a need for increased expressive capacity, and constrained by considerations of economy and contrast. A particularly important economic principle is the 'green' principle that recycling of already available resources is to be preferred to introduction of new resources (Anward & Lindblom fc.) .
In this kind of model, the 'deep' organizing factors of part-of-speech systems are not motivated by properties of such systems. They are instantiations of factors which drive language development in general: maximization of meaning, minimization of effort. Speakers do not set out to acquire part-of-speech systems, well-designed or not. Part-of-speech systems are what 'happen', as language users engage in processes of successive syntagmatic and paradigmatic expansion.
I will start with a much simpler, but quite successful, model of part-of-speech differentiation, which has the double attraction of being the basis of a typology and easily interpretable in terms of syntagmatic and paradigmatic expansion: the Amsterdam model of part-of-speech systems, proposed by Hengeveld (1992: 47-72) and since elaborated by de Groot (1997) and Hengeveld,
The Amsterdam typology
1.1. In the Amsterdam model of part-of-speech systems, classes of lexical items are differentiated by the syntactic functions they can serve. Functions recognized by the model are predicate, term (subject or object), term modifier (attribute) and predicate or modifier modifier (adverbial), and lexical items are thus categorized by means of the following functional properties (based on the part-of-speech definitions in Hengeveld 1992: 58):
(1) (i) predicate use: can, without special marking, be used as a predicate (ii) term use: can, without special marking, be used as the head of a term (iii) term modifier use: can, without special marking, be used as a modifier of the head of a term (iv) predicate modifier use: can, without special marking, be used as a modifier of a predicate or of another modifier
If each non-null combination of functions defines a possible part of speech, there is a total of 15 possible parts of speech. But Hengeveld argues that only six of these are actually attested in his empirical database, a principled sample of 40 languages. First, all major lexical items have a predicate use. Thus, property (i) is not discriminating. Secondly, Hengeveld does not find items that have a term use and a predicate modifier use, but not a term modifier use, or items that have a term use and a term modifier use, but not a predicate modifier use. In other words, an item with a term use has either both modifier uses or no modifier use. When it comes to naming the six remaining parts of speech, Hengeveld proposes the following: an item that has a predicate use only is a verb (V); an item that has a term use is a noun (N); an item that has a term modifier use is an adjective (A); and an item that has a predicate modifier use is an adverb (D). Like Whorf (1945) , Hengeveld allows items to have compound names. An item that has both modifier uses is consequently both an adjective and an adverb (A/D). The six parts of speech that this model makes available to natural languages are then the following ones: Hengeveld (1992) The six parts of speech of table 1 can be exemplified by means of the skeletal sentences of (2). A V is an item with the distribution of run in (2), an N is an item with the distribution of horse in (2), a D is an item with the distribution of around in (2), an A is an item with the distribution of strong in (2c,f), an A/D is an item with the distribution of strong in (2c,f,g), and an N/A/D is an item with the distribution of strong in (2c,f,g,h).
(2) a. horse run ('a horse runs') b. horse around ('a horse is around') c. horse strong ('a horse is strong') d. horse horse ('a horse is a horse') e. horse run around ('a horse runs around') f. strong horse run ('a strong horse runs') g. horse run strong ('a horse runs strongly') h. strong run ('a strong one runs')
In addition to the parts of speech in table 1, Hengeveld (1992: 68-69 ) also recognizes a part of speech V/N/A/D. However, apparently he fails to notice that such a part of speech is incoherent, according to his own definitions. A V can not have any other use beside predicate use. A fouruse-item should be an N/A/D and nothing else. Nevertheless, in what follows, I will conform to Hengeveld's usage, rather than to his definitions, and use V/N/A/D for an N/A/D which does not contrast with a V.
1.2.
There are 63 (2 6 -1) possible non-null combinations of the parts of speech in table 1. Of these, only seven are actually attested, according to Hengeveld (1992: 69-71) :
System 4 is maximally differentiated, with separate classes of items serving the functions of term, term modifier, and predicate modifier. Hengeveld's example of a language with such a system is English. This kind of system contrasts with less differentiated systems, in two ways. In one direction (5 -7), items retain their specialized functions, but the number of functions is reduced.
In the other direction (3 -1), the number of functions is retained, but items become more polyfunctional, or flexible. In languages of type 5, there are no predicate modifiers. Instead, dependent predications, such as serial verbs, are used. In languages of types 6 and 7, first term modifiers and then also terms are absent, again with dependent predications taking over their rôles. Examples of languages of type 5, 6, and 7 are Wambon, Hausa, and Tuscarora, respectively.
In languages of type 3, there is a class of flexible items serving both modifier functions. In languages of type 2, the class of flexible items also serve the function of term. In addition, there is a class of verbs, reserved for predicate use only. In languages of type 1, even such a class of verbs is absent, and all words can be used in all functions. Examples of languages of type 3, 2, and 1 are Dutch, Quechua, and Tongan, respectively.
A dynamic interpretation of the Amsterdam typology
The Amsterdam typology of part-of-speech systems has a straightforward interpretation as the outcome of a process of successive syntagmatic and paradigmatic expansion. The process is simple enough, a successive iteration of the following moves:
Introduce a new function, F, and D2. Introduce a new class of items in F, or
D3.
Use an old class of items in F
We start by introducing the function of predicate, or head of an independent S, and a class of items to serve that function. Since items in that class have a predicate use only, they are naturally called verbs. This step is common to all the seven types of systems recognized in the typology, and has the following outcome: (6) Step 1:
In the second step, the function of term is introduced. Here, there are three possible outcomes. A language may abstain from this step, and stick with (6), which results in a system of type 7. If a language takes the step, a new class of items, nouns, may be introduced to serve the function of term, or the old class of verbs may be used in that function as well. In the first case, we get systems of types 2 to 6, systems with a verb -noun split. In the second case, the old V class gets both a predicate use and a term use, which transforms it into an V/N class. This outcome is bound for a system of type 1.
Step 2:
In the third step, the function of term modifier is introduced, and the simple function of term is reanalyzed as head of term. This step can only be taken by a language that has taken the second step. Thus, a system of type 7 is unaffected by the third step. A language may abstain from the third step, which gives us a system of type 6. If the step is taken, there are three possible outcomes. Either a new class, adjectives, is introduced, resulting in systems of types 3 to 5, or the old term class is used in term modifier function as well, resulting in the new classes of V/N/A and N/A, and systems of types 1 and 2.
(8)
Step 3:
The Part-of-Speech Hierarchy in (9) constrains the process in such a way that only the option of using the old class of nouns is available, if there is no previous verb -noun differentiation.
(9) Verb > Noun > Adjective > Adverb
This hierarchy sums up a series of implicational statements, where the existence of a part of speech in a language entails the existence in the same language of all parts of speech to the left of it on the hierarchy. The hierachy can also be restated as a constraint on successive differentiations, allowing adjectives, only if nouns have been differentiated from verbs, and adverbs, only if adjectives have been differentiated from nouns. In the fourth and final step, the function of predicate modifier is introduced. This step can only be taken by a language that has taken the third step. Systems of types 6 and 7 are unaffected by the fourth step. A language may abstain from the fourth step, which gives us a system of type 5. If the step is taken, there are three possible outcomes. Either a new class, adverbs, is introduced, resulting in systems of type 4, or the old classes of A, N/A or V/N/A are used in predicate modifier function as well, resulting in the new classes of A/Adv, N/A/Adv, and V/N/A/Adv, and systems of types 3, 2, and 1. The Part-of-Speech Hierarchy constrains the process in such a way that only the option of using an old class is available, if there is no previous noun -adjective differentiation.
(10) Step 4:
A priori, there is no reason why a budding system of type 1 might not abstain from the third step or the fourth step, but apparently Hengeveld found no such systems.
Broadening the perspective
The Amsterdam typology constrains linguistic diversity in a powerful way. However, it is based on a very impoverished model of part-of-speech systems. Compared to most other models of part-of-speech systems, the Amsterdam model recognizes very few parts of speech.
v Pronoun, article, preposition, conjunction, quantifier, numeral, and interjection have no place in the typology. Moreover, the model does not take into account formal differentiation of parts of speech by means of inflectional, function-indicating, and derivational morphology. Nor does it take into account the interaction of functional and formal differentiation with semantic differentiation.
It is useful to compare the Amsterdam model to the list of mevroi lovgou (méroi lógou, parts of speech) posited for Classical Greek by Dionysius Thrax (Robins 1990: 39 (Itkonen 1991: 201-216) and Priscian by omitting article, which Latin lacks, and adding interjection (Robins 1990: 66) :
nomen (noun): the property of the noun is to indicate a substance and a quality, and it assigns a common or a particular quality to every body or thing. verbum (verb): the property of a verb is to indicate an action or a being acted on; it has tense and mood forms, but is not case inflected. participium (participle): a class of words always derivationally referable to verbs, sharing the categories of verbs and nouns (tenses and cases), and therefore distinct from both. pronomen (pronoun): the property of the pronoun is its substitutability for proper nouns and its specifiability as to person (first, second, or third). adverbium (adverb): the property of the adverb is to be used in construction with a verb, to which it is syntactically and semantically subordinate. praepositio (preposition): the property of the preposition is to be used as a separate word before case-inflected words, and in composition before both case-inflected and non-case-inflected words. interiectio (interjection): a class of words syntactically independent of verbs, and indicating a feeling or a state of mind. coniunctio (conjunction): the property of conjuctions is to join syntactically two or more members of any other word class, indicating a relationship between them.
Priscian insists that his list of partes orationes presents them in their 'natural order' (Covington 1984: 5-6) , and the order in which Dionysius' and Priscian's systems of parts-of-speech are presented is in fact quite systematic. Robins (1990: 39) suggests that Dionysius' and Priscian's systems of parts-of-speech are primarily based on a morphological classification of words, which is most clearly described by Varro (Robins 1990: 58-59 Rather, the morphological classification is combined with and partially overridden by a syntactic classification. The syntactic functions of nouns as subjects and verbs (and participles) as predicates are only presupposed (for this point, see e.g. Itkonen 1991: 177-178, 186-187) , but the other parts of speech are explicitly characterized as to syntactic function. Thus, there is a progression of the following kind in Dionysius' list: nouns, verbs and participles, words which modify nouns or substitute for nouns (article, pronoun), words which modify both nouns and verbs (preposition), words which modify verbs (adverb), and words which join other words together (conjunction). Priscian's system is a slight variation on this system, with article missing, words which modify both nouns and verbs after words which modify only verbs, and another non-modifier part of speech, interjection, added before conjunction.
Finally, the systems are grounded in a semantic interpretation of nouns and verbs as words which denote substance and action, respectively. This grounding justifies the ordering of nouns, which denote a semantically and ontologically primary category, before verbs, which denote a semantically and ontologically secondary category -and of adnominals before adverbals. Possibly, the syntactic functions of noun and verb are held to follow from the semantic interpretations of these parts of speech and need not be explicitly mentioned. The complete Dionysian system is thus as follows: In other words, in Dionysius' and Priscian's systems, a part of speech is individuated by a characteristic combination of a syntactic function, an inflectional pattern, and a semantic category. For example, a full characterization of the class of nouns, including the presupposed notion of subject, is given by the combination Subject, inflected for case, not for tense, signifying person or thing.
Thus, instead of the Amsterdam model's single dimension of differentiation -syntactic functionthe classical models recognize three dimensions of differentiation: semantic category, syntactic function, and inflection. In what follows, I will show that the higher resolution permitted by the classical models is descriptively desirable (see also Anward, Moravcsik & Stassen 1997) .
An elaborated model
The dynamic model presented in section 2 is basically a stylized model of language acquisition. However, as such, it is not entirely realistic. Syntactic functions do not seem to be introduced one by one in the manner suggested by steps one through four.
Rather, the development of syntactic complexity passes through three stages of a quite different kind. In the first stage, the one-word stage, utterances are co-extensive with single words. In this stage, the utterances in (11a) are possible utterances, but not the utterances in (11b) or (11c). In the second stage, the two-word stage, a word can be construed with exactly one more word. Thus, (11a) and (11b) are possible utterances in this stage, but not (11c). Finally, in the third stage, constructions can be embedded within other constructions, allowing for all of (11a), (11b), and (11c). (11) a. Banana; Yellow; Good b. Yellow banana; Banana good; Very good c. The yellow banana is very good
These stages can be roughly characterized in the following way. In the first stage, words are used as complete utterances. In the second stage, a word may also be construed with a modifier or a term. In the third stage, terms and modifiers may themselves be construed with their own terms and/or modifiers. In what follows, I will outline a dynamic model of this kind.
5.
Step one revisited 5.1. Let us retrace step 1. To begin with, I make the fairly uncontroversial assumption that words are semantically differentiated, even when used as one-word utterances (see e.g. Schlesinger 1982 ). I will furthermore use the semantic landscape in (12) (Stassen 1997, ch. 14) to structure this semantic differentiation.
(12) event place time property quantity person/thing
The landscape in (12) is based on a one-dimensional projection of the semantic landscape used by Stassen (1997, ch. 14) to model the varieties of intransitive predication in the languages of the world:
(13) event place property class entity
Stassen argues that (13) forms "a universally valid semantic or cognitive space. It is a point of departure shared by all natural languages in the encoding of intransitive predication." (Stassen 1997: 581) . In order to ensure a better coverage of lexical diversity, I have added the adittional categories of time and quantity (cf. Anward fc.). I also depart from Stassen in collapsing his two categories of class and entity into the single category of person / thing. The distinction is important to Stassen's investigation (and to a more detailed model), but need not be observed in the present context. The semantic categories in (12) -and (13) -are ordered along a rough scale of time-stability (Givón 1984: 51-52 ; see also Stassen 1997: 15-16, 578-581 for a recent assessment), from the least stable entities (event) to the most stable entities (person and thing). In Stassen's model, there is also an additional scale of spatiotemporal specification involved, which, however, I will disregard here. This means that the first step can be more precisely reformulated, as in (14). (14) Introduce an expression for category K in root function, where K is event, place, time, property, quantity, person, or thing.
An expression which by itself constitutes an independent utterance (or root sentence, in the sense of Emonds 1976) is (not yet) a predicate, since it is not construed with a dependent. That is why I have used root rather than predicate to designate the syntactic function of holophrastic words.
Using a few examples from the one-word utterances of the Swedish girl Embla (Lange & Larsson 1973) : oj (oh), hjälpa (help), ramla (fall), där (there), nu (now), stor (big), mera (more), mamma (mummy), and bil (car), we can construct a small concrete case of step 1 for Swedish: The distinction between term and modifier is essentially that established already by the modistae (Covington 1979) . In modern terms, the contrast amounts to the following: in a head -term construction, such as verb -object, the head is predicated of the term; in a head -modifier expression, such as noun -adjective, the modifier is predicated of the head. Thus, a head requires terms to be saturated, and can only be construed with as many terms as can saturate it. Modifiers, on the other hand, are not required by a head, and there can be an indefinite number of modifiers of a single head. When a root expression is construed with a term expression, we get a subject -predicate construction. A predicate expression can then in turn be construed with a term expression, with a transitive predicate -object construction as result. Finally, a term expression can itself be construed with a term expression, giving rise to possessor -head constructions. Predicate and term expressions can then be construed with modifiers, giving rise to predicate modifiers (adverbials) and term modifiers (attributes), and such modifiers can themselves in turn be construed with terms and modifiers.
6.2.
In Swedish, as in English, words such as nu, där, stor, mera, mamma, and bil, i.e. adverbs, adjectives, quantifiers, and nouns, cannot be directly construed as predicates: (17) a. There is reason though to relax the restriction slightly. It is true that different types of terms do not seem to license distinct lexical classes. There is no known language where one class of words is used for subjects, one class of words is used for objects, and one class of words is used for possessors. However, in the case of pronouns, there might be small tendencies in this direction. Thus, personal pronouns may have suppletive forms in different term functions (e.g. I -me), reflexive pronouns cannot be used as subjects, and logophoric pronouns are restricted to subordinate clauses. When it comes to modifiers, it is fairly usual for predicate modifiers and term modifiers to license distinct classes of lexical items. However, there are also items which are licensed by other modifier functions. For example, the word ganska (rather) in Swedish can be used neither as term modifier nor as predicate modifier, but only as modifier of another modifier: As a preliminary generalization, we can use (22).
(22) A lexical item can be licensed only by its immediate syntactic function, that function being specified as either 'φ' (root, predicate, term, or modifier) or 'modifier of φ'.
6.4.
A further ingredient of the Amsterdam model is the notion that a language need not use all of the syntactic functions made possible by (16). Indeed, there seem to be languages which lack predicate modifiers, using serial or medial verbs -i.e. verbs in dependent predicate functioninstead, as predicted by the Amsterdam model. Contrary to the predictions of the model, there also seem to be languages which lack term modifiers, using predicate modifiers (or something equivalent) to express term modification. Hixkaryana and other Carib languages are examples of languages that approximate this type (Derbyshire 1979) . Following Whorf (1945) and Sasse (1988) , Hengeveld (1992: 67) also proposes that there are languages which lack terms altogether and express everything through series of predicates. However, proposed examples of such languages, Wakashan and Iroquoian languages, do not actually seem to fit the type (Jacobsen 1979 , Mithun 1997 . A possible conclusion is that the term part of (16) Lyons (1977, ch. 11 .3) and Anward & Lindblom (fc, section 9). A consequence of (25) is that expressions in non-root function can get their syntactic functions determined by their semantic categories. An expression for event in root function which is recycled in non-root function can be identified as an expression for event in predicate function. An expression for person/thing in root function which is recycled in non-root, non-predicate function can be identified as an expression for person/thing in term function, and so on.
Thus, simple recycling of root expressions will be streamlined by the principle of identification in (15) into the combinations of (25). Once a slot for a new function has been established in this way, new expressions can be introduced into that function. For example, if diagonalize this matrix is heard as an answer to the questionWhat should I do next?, and it is clear from the context that this matrix signifies a thing, then the semantic category of diagonalize -eventfollows from its occurrence in predicate function in an utterance which as a whole signifies an event.
8. Inflectional elaboration and take over 8.1. As Hopper & Thompson (1984) show, expressions for event in predicate function and expressions for person/thing in term function are loci for inflectional elaboration. Nominal morphology -inflection for definiteness, number, gender, case, and possessor agreement -is maximally elaborated on expressions for person/thing in term function, and verbal morphologyinflection for finiteness, tense, mood, aspect, subject agreement, and object agreement -is maximally elaborated on expressions for event in predicate function. This is made explicit in (26).
(26) Inflectional elaboration a. Add verbal inflection to an expression for event in predicate function. b. Add nominal inflection to an expression for person/thing in term function.
Inflectional elaboration is subject to considerable variation in the world's languages. In the languages of the pilot sample -as shown in table 3 above -nouns in argument function are maximally inflected for case (k), determiner categories (d), such as number and definiteness, and possessor agreement (p), while verbs in predicate function are maximally inflected for finiteness (f), subject agreement (s), and object agreement (o). However, none of these inflections is obligatory. Judging just from from the data in table 3 -which of course are very limited -we can see some further tendencies at work. To begin with, nominal inflection implies verbal inflection. There are languages, such as Yoruba, which completely lack inflections, there are languages, such as Kobon, which have only verbal inflection, and there are languages that have both nominal and verbal inflection. Secondly, on verbs, object agreement implies subject agreement, and subject agreement implies finiteness inflection. Finally, as demonstrated by Allen (1964) and Seiler (1983) , possessor agreement may be identical to either subject agreement or object agreement. In the pilot sample, possessor agreement is identical to subject agreement in Ainu and Bororo, and subject agreement in Nama is identical to determiner inflection. (Stassen 1997) , inflections are recycled in contexts which are not subject to inflectional elaboration. The simplest cases of take over are 'vertical' and 'horizontal' take over. Vertical take over, which is described in great cross-lingustic detail by Stassen (1997) for intransitive predication, is a process whereby the inflection on expressions for K in function F is recycled on expressions for K' in function F. In Bororo, for example, verbal inflection is recycled on nouns in predicate function; in Swedish, nominal inflection on nouns in dependent predicate function is recycled on adjectives in dependent predicate function. Horizontal take over is a process whereby the inflection on expressions for category K in function F is recycled on expressions for category K in function F'. For example, all of the languages in the pilot sample have the same inflection on nouns in term function and nouns in dependent predicate function. (27) Inflectional take over
Verb Noun Language
f so k (d) Chukchi f so p Ainu f s k d p Finnish f s k d Nama f s k d Archi f s k p Bororo f s Kobon f k d Maori f d Swedish Yoruba
Through a process of take over
Use the inflection on expressions for category K in function F on expressions for category K' in function F and/or expressions for category K in function F'.
Swedish, for example
Syntagmatic expansion -(16) and (19) -introduces predicates, terms, modifiers, and dependent predicates, and construes them with terms and modifiers. Paradigmatic expansion - (14) and (24) -introduces root and predicate expressions and recycles them as term expressions and modifier expressions. Inflectional elaboration and take over -(26) and (27) -introduce and recycle inflections.
(28) items functions p dp t pm tm mm
Together, these processes split the Swedish words discussed earlier, oj (oh), hjälpa (help), ramla (fall), nu (now), där (there), stor (big), mera (more), mamma (mummy), and bil (car) into several groups. This is shown in (28), where I have also included the words ofta (often) and seven (sju), to better approximate the true diversity of Swedish words. First, interjections, such as oj, are differentiated from all other kinds of expressions. Interjections are expressions that only have a root function (r). They are not construed with subjects, and cannot be used as terms.
There are normally at least four subclasses of interjections (Ameka 1992) : expressive interjections ('ouch', 'oh', 'wow', 'aha'), directive interjections ('hush', 'psst', 'hey'), phatic interjections ('mhm', 'yes', 'no', 'huh'), and descriptive interjections ('wham', 'thud', 'bang'), also called ideophones or expressives. Expressive, directive, and phatic interjections index aspects of the speech event, while ideophones signify topical events in an essentially iconic way.
In Anward (1986) , I propose that expressive, directive, and phatic interjections are pragmatically saturated, i.e. predicated of speaker and/or hearer, and that this is what keeps them from being construed with terms or recycled as dependent expressions. Ideophones, on the other hand, can be recycled as dependent expressions in some languages.
Secondly, predicate use (p) differentiates verbs from other non-interjections. Only the verbal kind of event expressions, such as hjälpa and ramla, can, without formal modification, be used as predicate expressions. As shown in (17) and (18), other expressions can only be used in dependent predicate function (dp).
Note that verbs too can appear in dependent predicative function. Some languages such as Kobon and Yoruba, and to some extent Nama, in the pilot sample, have regular serial verb constructions, as in (29), from Baker (1989: 516) .
(29) Yoruba
Ajé gbé as5o5 wò5 Aje took dress wear 'Aje put on a dress'
In a serial verb construction, either all verbs have the same inflection, or only one verb has inflection, while the other verbs are uninflected (Foley & Olson 1985) .
In Swedish, there is a much more restricted construction, with pseudo-coordinated complements of verbs of location and motion, which shares the constraint that all verbs must have the same inflection (Anward 1988 In English, there is a peculiar version of this construction, subject to the constraint that all verbs in it must be uninflected (Perlmutter 1971) . Thus, (31a) is grammatical, but not (31b). (31) a. Go kiss a duck! b. *He went kissed a duck Verbs are also differentiated from all other words by finiteness inflection in predicate function, which also spreads horizontally to verbs in dependent predicate function.
Thirdly, term use (t) differentiates nouns, quantifiers, and numerals from other non-interjections. Only quantity expressions, such as mera and sju, and person/thing expressions, such as mamma and bil, can, without formal modification, be used as term expressions. Contrast, for example, the term use of mera and 317 in (32a) and (32b) with the impossibility of using an adjective as stark (strong) in the same way, as shown by (32c). (32) a. Enligt Bataille är mera inte nog (According to Bataille, more is not enough) b. Enligt Chlebnikov är 317 nyckeln till världshistorien (According to Chlebnikov, 317 is the key of world history) c. *Enligt Nietzsche är stark nödvändigt (According to Nietzsche, strong is necessary)
Nouns and some quantifiers are also differentiated by nominal determiner inflection in term function, which also spreads, first horizontally to nouns and quantifiers in dependent predicate function, then vertically to adjectives in dependent predicate function, and then horizontally again to adjectives and (some) quantifiers in modifier functions.
Finally, the class of non-interjections, non-verbs, and non-nouns can, without formal modification, be used as modifier expressions. In (28), we see four patterns of use in modifier functions. Words such as mera can be used as predicate modifier (pm), term modifier (tm), and modifier of another modifier (mm); words such as nu, där, and stor can be used as predicate modifier and term modifier; words such as ofta can be used as predicate modifier and modifier of another modifier; and words such as sju can be used as term modifier only. This is exemplified in (33) 
Spread patterns and further introduction
After syntagmatic expansion, paradigmatic expansion, inflectional elaboration, and inflectional take-over, lexical items thus become associated with characteristic spread patterns: sets of Dionysian contexts, each context specifying a semantic category, a syntactic function, and a pattern of inflection. Spread patterns, such as those in (28), serve as attractors for further paradigmatic expansion. For example, when expressions for other categories than event are introduced in predicate function and expressions for other categories than person or thing are introduced in term function, these assimilate to the pattern for verbs and nouns, respectively.
Steps two to four, take two
Let us now return to what would correspond to steps two, three, and four in the present model. As we have seen, in the case of Swedish, there are two means of lexical differentiation involved, inflectional elaboration and recycling, and spread over a range of functions.
11.1. In the pilot sample, distribution over the functions of predicate and dependent predicate and inflectional elaboration of predicates and dependent predicates will distinguish at most three parts of speech. As shown in extensive detail by Stassen (1997) , inflection in predicate function can be described as an alignment of the three options of verbal inflection (v), no inflection (-), and nominal inflection (n) with the semantic landscape in (13), in such a way that "v", "-", and "n" form a sequence <v; -; n>, each inflection covers a continuous stretch of the landscape, and the leftmost inflection in the sequence is always linked to event. The names of differentiated parts of speech in predicate function are best based on semantic category, as in (35) The principle of naming is that a class of items that incluces expressions for category K in predicate function gets the name associated with K. In addition, we need something very similar to Hengeveld's Part-of-Speech Hierarchy (repeated below) (9) Verb > Noun > Adjective > Adverb as a preference ordering for naming. Thus, a class which includes expressions for both event and person/thing in predicate function would be called verb. In the pilot sample, there are four attested combinations of verbal inflection (v), no inflection (-), and nominal inflection (n) in predicate position:
Bororo, Swedish, Finnish, Ainu v and -in p:
Archi, Chukchi, Nama, Kobon -in p: Yoruba v and n in p: Maori In Maori, for example, which in a low-resolution description looks like a language where both nouns and verbs can be used as both terms and predicates, apparently nouns cannot be used as expressions for event. There seem to be no basic nouns which refer to events, and a basic noun which refers to person or thing cannot be recycled as an expression for event in predicate function, but must preserve its semantic category in predicate function. Moreover, there is a fairly sharp distinction between verbal and nominal sentences in Maori, and although verbs can appear in both nominal and verbal sentences, nouns cannot appear in verbal sentences. Thus, the verb -noun contrast in predicate and term functions in Maori takes the following form (v and n stand for verbal and nominal inflection, respectively): (37) and (38) is that Maori, a flexible language in the narrow sense, and Swedish, a language with a more traditional verb -noun distinction, both manage to provide expressions for all four possible combinations of semantic category and syntactic function. Both languages, one by simple recycling, the other by marked recycling, thus manage to achieve full expressibility for the combinations of event, person/thing, predicate, and term.
In fact, as de Groot (1997) has shown, this kind of balance of simple and marked recycling is common. When simple recycling cannot land an expression in a new function, often marked recycling will do the trick. ix And this means that part-of-speech flexibility, in a looser sense than Hengeveld's, might be a much more common situation than the Amsterdam typology would lead us to think. Example (40b) also illustrates the general point that a verb in term function, even though fairly verbal in its trimmings, may also assimilate to the dominant semantic category of the part-ofspeech typically associated with that function. category of nouns. Compare also the two meanings, activity and resulting thing, of the English deverbal nounspainting and invention. In general, an expression for semantic category K, which is recycled in function F, will either retain its category or be taken over by the category that is typical of expressions in F. Given the requirement on identification of semantic category, these are in fact the only possible outcomes of recycling, unless the recycled expression is explicitly marked. The fate of an expression in a new function can then be described as any combination of the following submoves: 
In all 10 languages of the pilot sample, both verb and noun occur in both (dependent) predicate function and term function. The generalization proposed in section 11.2 -that part-of-speech flexibility, in a less narrow sense than Hengeveld's, might be the normal situation -is thus heavily supported for nouns and verbs in predicate and term functions. Thus, term function is in fact not very differentiating. There is only a small increase of part-of-speech distinctions from (36), with 15 distinctions, to (42), with 18 distinctions.
There is a further interesting generalization in (42). If we compare the markings (inflection and function-indicating marking (µ)) of verbs in predicate function and verbs in term function, we note that they are different in 8 out of 10 cases. The markings of nouns in predicate function and term function are different in 7 out of 8 cases.
Moreover, we note that in Maori, where nouns are not differentiated in predicate and term functions, there is an invariant predicate position which serves to differentiatiate nouns in predicate function and nouns in term function. Indeed, Hengeveld et al. (1997) have argued that flexibility in the narrow sense is strongly correlated with easily identifiable predicate positions.
In other words, judging from the pilot sample, we come very close to the conclusion that nounverb flexibility in predicate and term functions is all-pervasive, although its form is constrained by the principle of identification, (15). If simple recycling is sufficient for identification of nontypical functions of nouns and verbs, simple recycling is used. If not, marked recycling is used.
11.5. Finally, if we add predicate modifer function and term modifier function to (42), as in (43) xi , we see that differentiation is much increased.
(43) language p dp t pm tm
As we can see, the picture that emerges from (43) is fairly different from that of the Amsterdam model. First, as we have already seen, a distinct class of nouns do not exclude verbs from term function. All languages in the sample use verbs in term function.
Secondly, there is no general tendency for languages which use specialized classes of lexical items in modifier functions to exclude nouns and verbs in modifier functions. Rather, there seems to be a tendency to use nouns and verbs as flexibly as possible. Of the 10 languages in the sample, 8 can use both nouns and verbs as modifers. Verbs seem to be easier than nouns to recycle, though. In all 10 languages, verbs can be used as modifiers, but there are 2 languages where nouns can not be so used. This is all the more impressive when we take into account the fact that typical nouns and verbs need to change category, from event or person/thing to place, time, property or quantity, in order to serve as modifiers. That this might be something that actually tends to block recycling is shown by cases where only atypical nouns and verbs, such that do not need to change category, can be recycled. Such cases in the sample are place nouns in Kobon and Maori, and temporal nouns in Swedish, which unlike other nouns can recycled in predicate modifier function, quantitative nouns in Ainu, which unlike other nouns can recycled in term modifier function, and stative verbs in Ainu, which unlike other verbss can recycled in predicate modifier function.
In predicate modifier function, it appears, though, that recycling requires a fairly transparent functional identification, which also identifies the new semantic category of the recycled items. Typically, this is done by means of case on nouns, and sometimes on verbs. If case-marking is not available in predicate modifier function, recycling is more limited, and there tends to be a more extensive use of adpositions and/or verbs in dependent predicate function (serial verbs). Term modifier function, on the other hand, does not seem to require any distinctive kind of functional identification, even though there are languages in the sample, such as Archi and Chukchi, which have a general way of indicating term modifier function. Thus, it might be case that it is in some way easier to recycle items in term modifier function than in predicate modifier function.
Finally, we can note that the languages in the sample which use adjectives in predicate modifier function also have adverbs and/or adpositions. Thus, we do not see, contrary to the predicitions of the Amsterdam model, any complementarity between recycled adjectives and adverbs in predicate modifier function.
There is one fairly robust limitation on modifier categories (adverb, adposition, adjective, numeral) in the sample, though. Except for numerals (and certain classes of adjectives, such as color adjectives), modifier categories are not used in term function. Partly, this result may be an effect of my naming strategy. Thus, stative verbs in Ainu might just as well have been called adjectives, and quantitative nouns in the same language might have been called quantifiers (or numerals). However, there is a fair number of well-discriminated modifier categories in the sample and they typically do not appear in term function.
Conclusion
Returning to the three questions I posed in the introduction, I would to like to propose answers along the following lines. As we have seen, languages tend to make optimal use of their lexical resources. Instead of coining distinct items for every combination of concept and function, languages tend to recycle items in several functions. But new functions of old items must be identifiable. This means that each language must strike a balance between flexibility (recycling) and contrast (identification), and such balances tend to block complete recycling of all items. Hence, languages tend to have part-of-speech systems. Since there are several ways in which languages can strike a balance between flexibility and contrast, languages furthermore tend to have different part-of-speech systems. And, finally, since part-of-speech systems are the outcome of a particular balance of flexibility and contrast, and not of any particular process of part-ofspeech learning, questions of design are beside the point. As I said in the introduction: speakers do not set out to acquire part-of-speech systems; part-of-speech systems are what 'happen', as language users strive to maximize meaning and minimize effort.
